Spain - Nationalists v Republicans

Nationalists - Franco:

**Strengths:**
- **Military** - Organized, trained, equipment
- **Foreign Assistance** - Germany-Italy-Portugal → Military Assistance
- **Economic** - Help from outside (U.S)
- **Catholic Church** - Moral Superiority (for some)

**Weaknesses:**
- Coup d’état FAILS

Republicans - No established leader

**Weaknesses:**
- **Disorganized** - Poorly equipped, not trained (most people)
  - Anarchists create more disorganized chaos
- **Not getting much help** - Non-Intervention Committee
  - Prevents the sale of weapons and goods
- **Political Unified**

**Strengths:**
- **Soviet Union & International Brigade** - Some supplies + advisors
- **Justice on their side**
- **Control the cities and factories**
  - At first, not for too long